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About the NHS COVID Pass letter

We are the NHS. We sent you a 
letter called the NHS COVID Pass 
letter. This booklet tells you about 
that letter. 

The NHS COVID Pass letter says you 
have had your COVID vaccination. 

The NHS COVID Pass letter is 
important. Keep it safe. 

It confirms you have been vaccinated. 
You can use It to show someone you 
have been vaccinated. 



What is on the front of the NHS COVID 
Pass letter if you had a 2 dose vaccine

Your unique 
reference number
Unique means a 
number only you have

Your address

Your name
Your date of birth

What vaccine you had

When and where you 
had each dose

Our website which tells 
you more about COVID-19

Who looks after your personal information 
and the website to go to for more information
Personal information means information 
about you that other people can use to tell 
who you are like your name and address



What is on the front of the NHS COVID 
Pass letter if you had a 1 dose vaccine

Your unique 
reference number
Unique means a 
number only you have

Your address

Your name
Your date of birth

What vaccine you had

When and where you 
had your dose

Our website which tells 
you more about COVID-19

Who looks after your personal information 
and the website to go to for more information
Personal information means information 
about you that other people can use to tell 
who you are like your name and address



What is on the back of the NHS COVID 
Pass letter

The back of the NHS COVID Pass 
letter answers some questions you 
might have. 

When could I be asked to show my 
NHS COVID Pass letter?

You may be asked to show the 
letter when you travel abroad.

Is there a digital version of my NHS 
COVID Pass letter?

A digital version is a version you can 
look at on a computer or phone. 

You can use the NHS App to see a 
digital version of the NHS COVID Pass 
letter and your vaccination information.



What should I do if I lose my NHS 
COVID Pass letter?

The NHS COVID Pass letter is 
important. Keep it safe. 
It is proof you have been vaccinated. 

If you lose it you can find out what 
to do by going to our website 

www.nhs.uk/coronavirus

Or you can call 119 for free.

Can I get the NHS COVID Pass letter 
in other languages, large print or 
braille?

Yes. Call 119 for free.

Keep the original English-language 
version of the NHS COVID Pass letter 
as you may be asked to show it if 
you travel abroad.

Thank you to A2i for the words
www.a2i.co.uk  (reference 33948)

The full version of this document is called
“Easy read guide for people who have received a 

NHS COVID Pass letter”
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